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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
PURPOSE 
The purpose of this study is: 
•I 1 •. ) To analyze a group of twenty epileptic patients 
referred to Social Service at the Psychosomatic Clinic of the 
Massachusetts Memorial Hospitals by the Seizure Clinic of 
these hospitals, and to di s cover the social probl ems related 
to the di sea se with which the patients are faced. The s e 
problems are related to: the patient's attitud e toward his 
illn6ss, his p ers onality difficulties, his problems in s ocial 
relationships, and hi s work, s chool, and family adjustments . 
2.) To discover the problems that the s ocial worker 
faces in helping these patients, and to see how the worker 
can best use her skills, knowledge, and r es ources in an effort 
to help thes e patients. 
i~2l'HOD 
tl All records of the patients r ef erred to Social Service 
from the Seizure Clinic of the Massachusetts !emorial Hospitals 
were used. .Medical and psychiatric inrormation \'/as obtained 
from the records of these patients at the Seizure Clinic from 
its beginning in October, 1947 , to March, 1952. Some r t cords 
were more complete than others, and it was not always possible 
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to get detailed information on each case. No personal inter-
viewing was done. 
l1 Current literature was read to give enough background to 
view the problems of these patients from a broad scope. 
LIMITATIONS 
This study has limited applications because of the small 
number of cases. The records were not consist ent in the 
amount of material given and the objectivity of the records 
depended to some extent upon the individual worker assigned to 
the case. The patients were all from a low income group, and, 
therefore, not representative of the total epileptic population 
in the country. Because of the limitations outlined, the find-
ings are applicable only to the group of cases studied . 
SErTING 
The Psychosomatic Clinic of the Massachusetts Memorial 
Hospitals is one of the three services of the Department of 
Psychiatry and Neurology of the Boston Univers ity School of 
i'-iedicine. The clinic is part of the Outpatient Department. It 
treats patients and also serves as a teaching unit for resident 
psychiatrists, medical students, student psychologists, and stu-
dent social workers. 
II The Psychosomatic Clinic consists of eight staff physicians, 
three psychiatric social workers, and one part-time psychologist. 
At the time of this study there were seven student social 
2 
workers from three different schools of social work, two psy-
chology students , and four to five fourth year medical stu-
dents who spent five weeks each during the academic year . 
The Seizure Clinic is one of the three services of the 
Department of Psychiatry and Neurology. The other two are 
the Adult Psychosomatic Clinic and the Children's Clinic. The 
Seizure Clinic was established in 1947 , with Dr . I. Charles 
Kaufman as its head. Patients come from many cities. r-1any 
are referred from outside sources and many from withln the 
Massachusetts Jl.1emorial Hospi tala . 
Treatment for each patient includes a complete physical 
examination, an electroencephalograph report, social history, 
and s ometimes psychological testing. Drugs are prescribed 
and the pa tient is seen according to need on a follow-up 
basis . Patients who exhibit more severe personality problems 
are transferred to the Adult Psychiatric or the Children's 
Psychiatric Units for psychotherapy . Patients are referred 
for help with various environmental and personality problems 
to the Social Service Department of the Psychosomatic Clinic . 
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CHAPTER II 
EPILEPSY--A THEORETICAL DISCUSSION 
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
Since Biblical times society has vi ewed epilepsy as a 
degrading illness, and has placed a social stigma upon those 
afflicted with it. The popular misconception current since 
about 400 B.C. was that epilepsy was a "sacred disease". It 
was believed that the disease was caused by gods who possessed 
men's bodies with demons, making them unclean . These gods 
and demons were dreaded and the epileptic fit seemed a bad 
omen. An epileptic was thought to be unclean, and it was felt 
that anyone who came into contact with him i ght become a 
prey to the demon . This supernatural belief continued to the 
Middl e Ages . The diseas e was most often associated with 
"lunacy". It was not until the eighteenth c entury tha t lead-
ing European physicians abandoned their belief in demon pos-
session. Attempts were ~ade to differen~iate between the 
diagnoses of epilepsy and mental disease, but it was not un-
til the twentieth century that new hope really came.1 In the 
last two decades there has been great progress toward solving 
1 Owsei Temkin, The Falling Sickness (Baltimore: 
The Johns Hopkins Press, 1945), p. 7. 
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the problem of epilepsy through better diagnosis and treat-
ment . 
A seizure is a temporary loss or i mpairment of con-
sciousness; it usually occurs without any apparent cause, and 
it is usually accompanied by muscular movements which range 
anywhere from a slight twitching of the eyelids to a violent 
shaking of the entire body? 
Seizures are infinitely varied in form, but doctors 
recognize four main types: grand mal , petit mal , psychomotor, 
and Jacksonian.~ 
Grand mal: During a grand mal attack the patient loses 
consciousness, his muscles tighten, and he falls. He may cry 
out or groan, although he does not remember pain . Saliva 
appears on his lips; his face pales; he twitches violently for 
a moment or so. Usually in a few minutes he lies relaxed. 
Then he may sleep heavily for hours, or he may get up but feel 
dull for a short period. 
Petit mal: The attacks are more frequent but are often 
overlooked because they last only a few seconds . Usually 
there is a rhythmic twitching of eyelids or eyebrows . The 
2 Herbert Yahraes, Epilepsy--The Ghost is out of the 
Closet p. 3. New York City: Public Affairs Committee. 
3 The following group of classifications and explana-
tions are paraphrased or quoted from Ibid., pp. 12-13. 
--· 
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patient rarely falls asleep. 
Psychomotor: Here is a psychic disturbance as t he 
principal feature . This type is not very frequently found. 
The patient is amnesic. He may appear conscious but after-
wards do es not remember anything tha t happened . 11ost attacks 
last only a few minutes , but with a f ew patients they contin- 1 
ue longer . The seizure may appear to be only a temper 
tantrum or a period of queer behavior. 
Jacksonian: The patient usually remains conscious but 
there is a twitching or numbness of one leg or arm or side 
of the face , which may gradually spread until consciousness 
is lost . A J a cksonian seizure indicat es tha t the attack 
arises in a certa1n part of the brain's surface, opposit e to 
the side of the body in which the attack beg1ns. This means 
that somethlng , p erhaps a tumor or a scar is irritating the 
brain at that point . 
The primary disorder in epilepsy is in the brain, either 
in 1ts structure or its physiological activity . The funda-
mental cause of epilepsy is the inherent t endency or the pre-
dispos l tion to seizures, a tendency which was present when the 
pat1ent was conceived and presumably will remain with him 
throughout life . 4 
4 Willi'am G. Lennox , Science and Seizures (New York: 
Harper and Brothers, 1946, second edition), p . o5 . 
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A number of circumstances can bring on seizures in a per-
son predisposed to them. Injury to the brain may occur before 
birth or during birth. Seizures may be a result of an infec-
tion that has settled in the brain or may follow a severe head 
injury or may result from a tumor in the brain. · 
Emotion as a causal factor in the epileptic se~zures is 
still questioned in many circles. The theory of the emotional 
factor was postulated by Freud . He stated that nAn epileptic 
attack is characterized by preformed organic channels of' dis-
charge which are used when normal outlets of emotional tensions 
are inhibited or blended ."5 
Dr . I. Kaufman states that: 
Often emotional problems loom large in the total 
clinical picture. Frequently these are obviously the 
result of change in the person's relations resulting 
his disease . In other cases it seems as thou :h the 
epileptic attack is originally an expression of these 
emotional problems . In any event the seizure can be 
seen as a pattern of reaction to the emotional s~ress . 
It is , therefore , frequently necegsary to give psycho-
therapy to the epileptic patient . 
5 . Leopold Deuts ch, "Children with Epilepsy : Emotional 
Problems and Treatment," American Journal of Orthopsychiatry, 
18:71 , January, 1948 . 
6. Dr . I. Kaufman , "The Treatment of Seizures" (repihlt), 
The Medical Clinics of North Amer1ca, 34:5, September , 1950. 
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DIAGNOSIS 
The doctor learns from the patient 1 s life history whether 
there was any type of head injury, whether there is a family 
history of seizures, and the details surrounding the experi-
encing of the seizures. Particularly helpful is the el ectro-
encephalograph, which was invented in 1929. This records the 
brain waves and indicates whether the disturbance is general-
ized or localized. It gauges the success of treatment, and 
helps to determine the factor of heredity.7 
CONTROL 
The grand mal attack i s t h e best understood and t he 
easiest type of seizure to treat. Phenobarbital, dilantin, 
and a new drug called mesantoin are highly effective in treat-
ing this type. Two new medicines, triodine and pa radione 
have been highly effective in the treatment of petit mal 
seizures. Recently a new experimental drug cal led phenurone 
has been developed. This drug has been found to be effective 
in some cases of grand mal and petit mal, and seems to be 
more effective than any other substance in the treatment of 
psychomotor epilepsy.8 
7 Fredrick A. Gibbs, "The Modern 1/fedical View of Epilep- 1 
sy," Public Aid in Illinois, December, 1948, pp. 16-22. 
8 William Lennox, Science and Seizures, £Q• cit., p. 148. 
I 
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There are precautions in the taking of medication, how-
ever. Bromides and phenobarbital are sedative drugs. In large 
doses they slow the activity of the body and mind. Medication 
which stops seizures but makes the patient too slow and stupid 
to function normally is a failure. A drug may stop the move-
ments of a convulsion but accentuate other features of the 
seizure, or may increase the number of non-convulsive seizures. 
As with many other diseases, "arrest 11 of symptoms is a 
better word to use than "cure" . Therefore, the epileptic 
must be impressed with the long-time nature of the total treat-
ment.9 
"The EPILEPTIC PERSONALITY" 
Many doctors, especially those who have worked with epil-
eptics a t institutions, believe that there is a definite epil-
eptic personality. They describe it as basically egoce .. tric, 
hyp ersensitive--displaying unsociability, moodiness, unrelia-
bility, with sudden outbursts of bad temper leading to anti-
social acts and even crimes and violence.10 
9 Ruth Gerofski, "The Patient Faces Epilepsy", Journal 
of Social Casework, 29:6, Iviay , 1948 . 
10 J. Tylor Fox, "Social Aspects of Epilepsy ," 
The Lancet: A Journal of British and Foreign I• edicine, 
Vol. I, (June, 1947), p. 775. -
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Dr. William Lennox states that physicians who deal with 
patients in a hospital clinic or in a private office, find 
that the majority of these patients are no more peculiar than 
the general run of the population. It is true, however, that 
many ep i leptics have psychological traits which any chronic 
disease is likely to produce--dependence , limitation of hori-
zon, rigidity in habits, and feelings of insecurity. 
To these are often aded the fear of dropping out of the 
world at any time, of bodily injury, of humiliation, and the 
weight of public pre judice and ignorance about the condition. 
Some of the problems inherent in the nature of the illnesf 
are: 
1. The nature of the attack in relation to the complete 
disorganization of the individual during the seizure. This 
factor is constant, whether the spell is a prolonged and 
severe convulsion or the brief blackout of petit mal . To be 
out of contact with one's surroundings can be very disrupting , 
and the threat that this may occur at any time is an equally 
disruptive thought. 
2. The public spectacle that the individual becomes if 
the attack is severe enough to be observed by others. No one 
likes to be remarkable for a condition that makes him feel 
inferior. 
3. The unpredictableness of the attack. Fortunate ~re 
those patients whose attacks are nocturnal. 
lQ 
4. The depend ent attitudes created in the patient, some-
times on a realistic basis . Where seizure control is poor or 
only fair, patients do not go out unaccompanied. It is common 
to find grown men and women followed about by aged parents. 
Unfortunately this attitude may be fo s tered by families and 
may persist in the patient after improved seizure control no 
longer makes such limitations necessary.1l 
It is important that the epileptic child have the s ecurity 
of his parents' love and acc eptance. Anxiety, fear, and shame 
are contagious and very destructive to all children, but par-
tic ularly to the child with a handicap. 
Parents may take various attitudes: They may be over-
solicitous and overprotective ; they may be r esent r ul of the 
illness, attempt to hide it, and punish the patient in subtle 
ways for it; or they may give the child an undue share oi' love 
and attention, relieve hi m of every duty in the home and at 
school and may make the patient a spoiled invalid incapable of 
taking his place in life even if the seizures are controlled.12 
Working with parental attitudes i s one of the ways in 
which the social worker can help t he patient . In his work 
with the family, he can be of assistance by replacing an over-
11 Ruth Gerofski, ~· cit., p. 162. 
12 Tracy J. Putnam, Convulsive Seizures(Philadelphia: 
J. B. Lippincott Company , 1943), p. 26. 
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protective, oversympathetic attitude with reasonable and con-
structive limitations. The worker can correct family ideas 
based upon misconception and prejudice. If the family can 
be h elped to take a realistic view of the patient's handicap , 
the patient will stand a better chance of adjusting to it. 
The epileptic is often thwarted in his attempt to adjust 
to the group , whether it be in school, at a club, or at work . 
The normal feeling o_f self-confidence, assurance, and security 
often gives way under the impact of the illness to a state of 
self-deprecation and guilt . He feels himself a failure, not 
appreciated by friends and family. To avoid exposing him-
self to comparisons to others, he sometimes withdraws into a 
shell and limits his activities. His r eactions toward other 
people tend to grow increasingly abnormal unless modified with 
help from outside . 
In our present social orsanization the person with epil-
eptic seizures is seriously limited in outl ets and activities. 
So much effort is required to maintain his place among friends 
and to face the misunderstandings and prejudices he meets, 
that li fe may become an unhappy struggle against unsurmountable 
odds. 
Besides the rear of seizures in public , emotional con-
flicts arise over occupation, 1'inances, love , and marriage . 
An attitude of hopelessness, and fe elings of personal and 
social inferiority oft en constitute a more serious handicap 
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to a person with epilepsy than do the seizures themselves . 
School presents many difficulties for the epileptic 
child . His frequent seizures may make regular attendance 
difficult . He may fall behind in his work, and his a "xieties 
may become increased . The attitude of the ~eacher and other 
pupils may be one of fright, hostility, and rejection . 
"Whether the child secures his right to an education seems to 
depend upon the attitude of the teacher or the superintendent 
or upon the vigor of the objections or' par~nts of other stu-
dents . 11 13 Many epileptics ha e been as i{ed to leave school 
after it was learned that they had seizures . The effect of 
having to leave school is not an isolated event for the child, 
but has a cumulative effect upon his whole adjustment, accent-
uating his feelings of inadequacy, rejection , a nd the loss of 
the opportunity of belonging to a group and lea rning to be 
wi~h people . 
Lack of education jeopardizes the person's cnances of 
competing with others more skilled in this society . It is 
essential that the physically handicapped person have know-
ledge and skills to f~nction adequately in this competitive 
society . 
Einployment is probably the biggest problem or the adult 
epst, 11 
13 William q-ordon Lennox, "Social Therapy of Epil-
Canadian ~edical Association Journal, ~6:o40, 1947 . 
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epileptic patient . He must compete with others on the basis 
of skill , experience, and producti.vity. Dr . Lennox and 
Dr. Cobb analyzed the records of elev en hundred and five pa-
ti ents of working a ge and found that among this group fifty-
one per c ent were t ul ly able to work, twenty-eight per cent 
were able to work partially, and twenty-one p er c ent were un-
abl e to \'VOrk . Occupations followed by the group i ncluded 
those of salesma n , farmer, clerk, laborer, mechanic, s teno-
grapher, cl ergymen, dentist , engineer, lawyer , t eacher, and 
14 physician . 
One of the major considerations is the d egree of employ-
abil ity o1 the epileptic . It is important that t he empl oyer 
hire people who will not endanger thems el ves or others on the 
job. The epilpetic cannot operate dangerous machinery , nor 
can h e work at dangerous he i ghts. TasKs r equiring speed and 
ag111 ty a r e not s ui ted to anyone who may need larse doses of 
s edative drugs over a period of many years . Oft en patients, 
as a result of an i nitial brain injury or of the secondary 
effects of s eizures , suf:rer a slovTing down and loss of ac uity. 
To overlook this or to deny its existence a nd to proceed to 
accept an empl oyment that is beyond the possibiliti es of satis-
factory attain~ent i s unwis e . Whether the person with seizures 
14 William G. Lennox a nd Stanley Cobb, "The Empl oy-
ment of Epileptics ," Industrial IvJ:edicine , 11:571-4, 1942. 
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can get and hold work which he likes depends a great deal on 
the quality or medical care which he has secured, on the length 
of time he had had seizures, and on the frequency and severity 
or his seizures. In addition to the meaica~ history, construc-
tive advice will take into considera~ion the person's intelli-
gence quotient, his scores on aptitude t ests, his personality, 
his school or work history, and his social backgrounds and 
conflicts •15 
Major extrinsic factors include Ghe ava1lability of jobs 
and the attitudes of employers. The attitude of employers 
toward the epileptic presents a discourabing picture of fear 
and rejection. A singl e seizure ma ca s e the epileptic to 
lose his job. Very lew epileptics wil l risk the chance of 
tell ing t heir empl oyers of their condition. Holding a job un-
til a se1zure occurs, they are fired and t hen look again for 
work. Waen they are as ked why t hey were dismissed from their 
last jobs, they cannot give adequate explanation and this 
jeopardizes their possibility of obtaining another job. Theirs 
is "Lhe recurrent tragedy of trying to decid e whether to hide 
their illness or give up any attempt "L O work.lo 
15 William G. Lennox , "The Epllept ic, \'r'ho He is; \'lha 
lie Can Be," Journal of Rehab litation, Vol . 11 , No . 3, {Septem-
ber , 1945) . 
16 El.abel .r~lcL. Davidson an Joan Thomas , "A Social 
Study of Epil eptics," Journal of Social Case ~lork 30:381, 
Nov ember, 1949 . 
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One of the cons equenc es of excluding the epileptic from 
employment is ~hat many an epileptic conceals his illness, 
a nd may imperil the lives of others if he should have a 
seizure. Th ere are definite jobs that an epil eptic can do; 
but without the oppor tunity for proper placement, he sometimes 
has no choice but to c onceal his dise.bility and hope that he 
will not have an attack while on the job . 
Many insurance companies r efuse to insure the group in 
which an epileptic is J.nvol ved , feeling err oneously that 
ep i leptics are much more prone to accJ.d ent s . \fith the proper 
placement this need not be true . The attitude of" employment 
agencies frequently reinf orces the negatLv e attitudes of 
~he emp.L oy ers . 
16 
CHAPTER III 
DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PATIENTS A~1) DuPLICATIONS 
In order to understand the material more fully, it is 
necessary to have a general description of the types of 
patients being studied and their individual problems . Al-
though the statistical material cannot be entirely accurate , 
it will afford a general picture of the cases . 
AGE , SEX, AND :VIARITAL STATUS AT Tn E OF REFERRAL 
The age range for the patients was from fifteen years to 
forty-three . Twelve were men and eight were women . The larg-
est number of patients was between the ages of twenty-four and 
twenty-seven , three males and four females . The second larg-
est group was between fifteen and twenty years of age, two 
males and three females . (See TABLE 1, p. 18.) 
AGE AT ONSET 
The ages of the patients at onset were from infancy to 
thirty- five years , with the majority of cases beginning in 
early infancy . 
In some cases there was a lapse of many years and sei-
zures which began in childhood stopped, beginning again usual-
ly in adolescence . Since so many became ill so young, the 
17 
problem of adjustment for the group would be more difficult . 
Age 
Total 
15-20 
21-23 
24-27 
28-32 
33-37 
38-43 
TABLE I 
DISTRIBUTION OF PATIENTS 
BY AGE IN R ATION TO SEX 
Total Males 
20 12 
5 2 
2 1 
7 3 
2 2 
2 2 
2 2 
TABLE 2 
AGES OF PATIENTS AT ONSE.T 
Age 
Total 
Infancy to 4 
5-9 
10-14 
15-19 
20- 34 
~5-39 
No. of Patients 
20 
9 
4 
3 
3 
0 
1 
Females 
8 
3 
1 
4 
CIVIL STATUS OF PATIENTS 
Mos t of the patients were single. One fourth of the 
patients were under twenty years of age and none of these 
were married. Among those over twenty years of age, ten were 
single, three were married , and two were separated or divorced. 
The marriage experience for none seemed to be satisfactory . 
Those who were not separated or divorced found the responsi-
bilities of marriage difficult and not too satisfactory . 
Age 
Total 
15-20 
21-23 
24-27 
28-32 
33-37 
38-43 
U~E3 
DISTRIBUTION OF PATIENTS 
CLASSIFIED BY CIVIL STATUS 
Total Single Married 
20 15 3 
5 5 
2 2 
7 6 
2 2 
2 2 
2 1 
Sep. 
Div . 
2 
1 
1 
or 
Two of the unmarried girls dreamed of getting married, 
but because of unfavorable past circumstances and the duration 
of their attitudes of dependency and fear, and their inability 
to relate well to others, they were unable to establish 
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tionships with males. One girl did not accept herself as a 
woman yet, and at sixteen rejected the idea of marriage and 
bearing children--not so much because of her seizures as be-
cause of the fact that her mother had died in childbirth and 
that she was therefore afraid. One of the married men resent-
ed his marriage and its responsibilities. He stated that if 
he were single he could live with his father and not have to 
worry about making money for his wife and three children. One 
male was rejected by his wife and family. While he was a 
patient at the ~assachusetts Memorial Hospitals his wife 
refused to take him home, although the patient's seizures 
would be better controlled by medication after he left the 
hospital. The wife stated that she could no longer stand his 
spells. None of the women were married . 
TYPE OF SEIZURE AND DEGR~E OF CONTROL 
The type of seizure and the degree of control are very 
important factors in the adjustment of the patient. Persons 
having petit mal seizures are more empl oyable than those hav-
ing grand mal seizures, for instance . However, wh en grand mal 
seizures are controlled by medication, the work possibilities 
of the person will change a great deal. In five cas es the 
diagnosis was undetermined. Although they were described as 
ntrueJ' or .. essential" idiopathic epilepsy, the type of seizures 
was not indicated. The description of idiopathic merely indi-
20 
cates that the epilepsy is due to an inhetent fault or disturb-
ance of the brain. It is hereditary, dJ.rrering from symptom-
atic epilepsy which is due to some unjury or malfunctioning 
of the body which occurred after conc eption but before sei-
1 
zures began . Further study of these patients at the Sei zure 
Clinic will indicate more specifically the type of epilepsy . 
TABLE 4 
DIAGNOSIS OF PATIENTS 
CLASSIFI ED BY SEX 
Diagnosis Total 
Total 20 
Grand mal 7 
Grand mal and 
petit mal 3 
Petit mal 3 
Jacksonian 2 
Undertermined 5 
ale Female 
12 8 
b 1 
1 2 
1 2 
2 
2 3 
Degree of control has been classified into three categor-
ies: complete , partial, and uncontrolled. A person who has 
had no seizures for a year or more was classiiied by the 
writer as completely controlled . A person having had no sei-
1 Lennox, Science and Seizures ,~·~., p. 41. 
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zures for from six months up to a year was classified by the 
writer as partially controlled. Those who had one or more 
seizures during a six month period were classified by the 
writ er as uncontrolled . 
TABLE 5 
DEGREE OF CONTROL 
Degree 
Total 
Completely controlled 
Partially controlled 
Unc on trolled 
REASON FOR REFERRAL 
No. of Patients 
20 
3 
10 
7 
All cases were referred from the Sei zure Clinic of the 
1•Iassachusetts Memorial Hospitals . Fourteen patients were 
referred for help with vocational planning. They were at 
various stage s of readiness for a job, however. The referral 
entailed helping the person to become emotionally ready to 
accept a job as wel l as making a ref erral to the appropriate 
agencies . There were three cases which involved school prob-
lems, one which involved transportation, and three cases of 
pa rents whose attitudes were interferring with ad equate ad-
22 
equate adjust ment . In all cases the establishing of a rela-
tionship with the worker was implicit in the referral, and was 
one of the main things that would enable the person to handle 
himself and his problems better . 
The family attitude was found to be negative in all cas es . 
These attitudes included rejection of the idea of seizures, 
r e jection of the patient , over protection, and guil t. Sinc e 
thirteen patients developed seizures before the age of ten, 
it is evident that the long range effects of such adverse 
attitudes would increase fe elings of dependency, hostility, 
and immaturity in the patients . 
aase Illustrations 
These two cases illustrate some of the parental attitudes 
that have adverse effects upon the children involved . 
Case A 
Mrs. Rey refused to face the fact that her child 
Mary, as e four, had developed seizures. The worker saw 
Mrs. Rey shortly after the doctor at the Sei zure Clinic 
made the diagnosis and she stated that she believed that 
Mary had spells connec ted with eating food with acid . 
She suspected that these spells were merely tricks to 
avoid being punished . She stated that she could not 
believe that I'4ary had e-pilepsy "becaus e no mother wants 
to believe that." She told the _worker that she had 
spells, too, but that she tried to fight them and was 
usually successful. She tried to make Mary fight them . 
She refused to bring Mary back to th e clinic for further 
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treatment . 
Case B 
I 
I 
~ 
I 
John Foster was fifteen years old. He had his first 
grand mal seizure at the age of thirteen. He stopped 
going to school a year later . He found it embarrassing 
to have his attacks in front of the other pupils. He 
and his parents agreed that it was not necessary for him 
to go to school . Following his coming to the Seizure 
Clinic, John's seizures were much better controlled, but 
he still did not wish to return to school. 
~ws . Foster stated that she never discussed John's 
illness with him, and did not believe that John knew 
what was wrong with him . She seldom discussed John with 
h er husband because she did not want him to think about 
John's illness . Mr . Foster himself never talked about 
it and she felt that she did not wish to remind him . 
Mrs . Foster did not give John pills to take with 
him because she did not want people to see him taking 
them. She stated that if people did not know about his 
condition there was no point in bringing it up. She 
stated that there was no reason for publicizing his 
troubles: "After all, he's not an oddity . " 
Mrs . Foster took John'~ illness _as a punishment for 
some evil . She stated that it was unfair that it should 
happen to a child who had done nothing to deserve it. 
She said there was nothing that she and her husband had 
done that they knew of. 
She feared that people would recoil from him and 
thought that . it might be better if the family moved to 
the country . She believed that John would not run into 
so many problems there . There would be no competition 
and he would not be dependent upon others for holding a 
job . 
John was s een in psychiatric treatment and was found 
to be very disturbed and hostile . He stated that his 
parents never let him out of their sight and had no 
confidence in him. Sometimes this made him lack confi-
dence in himself . He frequently had an outburst of temper 
when his mother "nagged" him , and stated that one of his 
main problems was how to prevent this nagging . 
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Interpretation 
In both cases there is a great degree of rejection of the 
illness. John's mother reacts with overprotection; Mary's mo-
ther reacts with hostility . Neither can accept the reality of 
the illness. 
John cannot tolerate the overprotection and reacts in a 
very disturbed manner . Because he will not have the proper 
education, his life will be complicated further. Should the 
family move to a farm, thereby hiding and isolating him, his 
chances for adjustment will be further limited . 
Mary will be made to feel responsible for her attacks and 
will be made to fe el guilty and rejected when she cannot con-
trol them. She will not get proper medication unl ess Mrs. Rey 
is able to recognize the fact that i.fary has seizures. 
EDUCATIONAL ATTAINNENT 
Only two patients went further than high school . One girl 
studied dramatics for a year . One man , who developed seizures 
at the age of thirty-six, had had specialized technical train-
ing. 
Although seven patients were graduated from high school, 
their feelings about school were negative. Four felt that the 
teacher had ttpicked on" them. Five felt that they were rejected 
by the other children as being strange . Two felt uncomfortable 
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because they were the oldest in the class, and could not com-
1 pete adequately with younger children . One stated that her 
II teacher would become angry when she had a petit mal attack, 
interpreting this as laziness or stupidity . One patient was 
asked not to come back to school because the school was afraid 
that it wo uld be held responsible if she had an attack . 
None of these pati ents had enough education or training 
to prepare them to compete successfully after leaving school . 
The one person who did have mo re specialized training developed 
seizures as an adult . 
91PLOYMENT 
The writer has classified regularity of employment into 
three categories: steady, irregular, and no work r ecord . 
Steady r e f ers to those patients who worked a continuous year 
or more at one job . Irregular refers to patients who have 
never worked a continuous year at one job . No work record 
indicates that the patients had not been employed for ten or 
more years . No patient had steady employment after the devel-
opment of seizures . Thirteen worked irregularly . Six had no 
work history . Four of the latter were still of school age, 
however . 
The jobs held by those who worked irregularly were of an 
unskilled nature . lVIany of the jobs held by this group were 
dangerous . (See Appendix A. ) They included factory worker, 
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furnace attendant, laborer . Sinc e the work that these patients 
could perform was of unskilled nature, they were often the 
first to be fired when the company began cutting expenses . 
This was not always due to their seizures, but to the fact 
that they were easily dispensed with. They had no specialized 
training that made them valuable to the company. Only two 
told their employers of their seizures. They both felt that 
these employers exploited them. Two men reported that their 
employers would have kept them on after they had had a seizure 
at work, but that it was because of the attitude of the insur-
ance companies that they felt they could not take a chance. 
The following four case summaries will illustrate some 
of the difficulties the patients have had in vocational ad-
justment. 
Case A 
Frank Brown had grand mal seizures which da ted 
back to early childhood. They had been fairly well con-
troll ed by medication. He did not want people to Know 
about his seizures because of their ideas about the ill-
ness. They might pity him and think him peculiar. He 
did not tell people when he looked for a job because he 
felt that he would not be hired. He sa id that if he 
were they, he would not hire an epileptic either . 
Because of his s ecretiveness about his seizures , he 
had los t many jobs '"hen they were discovered. urther-
more , he had taken jobs which he felt no epileptic should 
take. These included jobs as coal tender at a sewage 
disposal, where he fainted once because of the heat , and 
as laborer, where he had to lift very heavy articles. 
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Wnen seen at the Clini c he was holding a job as 
n i ght watchman in a trucki ng firm . His hours were long, 
and he was alone most of the time . He felt that this 
was a lonely kind of job and wished he could do some-
thing better . Because he had been to school for only 
seven years , and because of his epilepsy, h e felt that 
people would not hire him for anything else . 
Case B 
Norman Anderson , twenty - eight years of age, had 
petit mal and grand mal seizures which were fairly well 
controlled . For the past fiv e years his jobs were in 
a stock room , in a shipping room , and in a soap factory . 
He had a seizure in the presence of the for eman in the 
stock room . He had b een doing well at this job , had 
rec eived several promotions and several raises . It was 
brought to the attention of the management that he had 
seizures a~d h e was asKed to leave because it was claimed 
that his presence would jeopordize the insurance policy 
of this company . His atti t ude when he came to the 
Clinic was very negative . He felt that people would 
not hire him becaus e of his sicfmess and even if they 
did , the insurance companies would interfere . 
After three visits to the Clinic , he failed to 
return . When the worker called his home , his brother 
stated tha t Norman had gone to Florida . He stated that 
Norman had had many jobs and they had never las ted 
because of hi s sickness . He said tha t Norman had run 
away from·home like this before , but that he always 
came back . "He doesn ' t like it around her e . He's a 
grown man , and it ' s not easy for him just to hang around 
the house . 11 
Case C 
II 
Florence Green's seizures consisted of her being 
sleepy for a few minutes , but without loss of conscious-
ness . After high school she went to dramatic school for 
a y ear . For two years she dld clerical work for the 
government but was flred at t he end of the war because 
they were cutting down on personnel . She want ed above 
everything else to become a dental assistant , and she 
registered at a d ental school . After about two months 
she was asked to leave . 
By visiting the school , the social worker learned 
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that Glady s did not coordinat e sufficiently to b e a 
dental nurs e . It is unfort unat e tha t sh e d esired to do 
s omething that required such precision . With the proper 
vocational guidance Florenc e can be h elp ed to find some-
thing more suitabl e and p erhaps as sati s fy i ng . 
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CHAPTER IV 
THE ROLE OF SOCIAL SERVICE 
ILLUSTRATED BY CASE STUDIES 
The major problems of the epileptic patients referred to 
Social Service of the Massachusetts ~emorial Hospitals have 
been discussed in previous chapters. This chapter will con-
sist of cases that illustrate some of these problems. It will 
also show some of the possibilities and limitations of case-
work with the epileptic patient. 
One of the ma jor problems the worker found in working 
with these patient was an inability of many to relate on a 
casework basis. In all instances this was partially due to 
previous factors of personality difficulties. In four cases 
an additional factor wc; s the patient's inability to accept 
the fact t hat social service was not an employment agency and 
had no jobs waiting for them to choose. This may be connected 
with the way in which the role of Social Service was explained 
by the doctors who referred them from the Seizure Clinic or the 
way in which they interpret ed the doctor's referral. Three 
patients became angry wh en they learned that t he worker did 
not have a job fo r t hem and r efused to return after a f ew 
visits. Two became discouraged wh en a job did not mat er ialize 
immediately after the worker referred th em to a vocational 
agency. 
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Only three pati ents wi sh ed to take advantage of the State 
Rehabili tation Program, and of these, two were unable to carry 
through the plans. This is unfortunat.e , because their poten-
tialities for being pl aced in a job woul d be greatly incre~sed . 
It is int eresting to note that one patient who wel comed the 
id ea of vocational rehabilitat i on, and was able to accept the 
difficulties involved in returnlng to school for an eight 
month period, was the only patient who wa s successfully placed 
in a job that he liked. There he utilized the skills he had 
acquired during his vocational rehabilitation, the cost of 
which was paid by th e Division of Vocational Rehabilitation 
(See Appendix B). 
Another of t he majo r problems enc ountered by the worker 
was adverse pa.r ental attitudes . This was obvious in all ca s es. 
Seven pat.L ents had been ov erpro t ect ed ; f' i ve ho.d been r e j ect ed . 
Th e r emaining eight had been t reated with both overprot ection 
a nd rejection l n an i nconsistent rnann~r . None of c.he parents 
took a realis tic, accepting, and helpful attitude t o1r1ard t he 
handicap of t hese patients . 
In all cas es th e worker a tt empted to count eract ad verse 
parsntal a ttitud es by her own more cons tructive att ~ tudes . 
This provided the pati ent wi t h a r elationship of a pos itive 
nature , and was a good first step in his being able to move 
towa rd mo r e maturity. The eff ects of this were obvious in 
four cases, and present i n various de0rees in fi ve oth er casea 
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In six cases this was a factor, but the pati&nt was not able 
to utilize the relationship we~l because of past relationships 
and because of his own feelings. 
The worker had some contact with five parents. In two 
cas es she was able to modify parental attitudes somewhat . 
Resistance to help was great , however. No parent wanted to 
chang e his own attitud e toward the pati ent . Cld patt erns of 
r eaction were well establ ished--patterns of denial, overpro-
tection, and rejection. As one mother explained: "No mother 
wants to believe that her child has epilepsy . n 
The worker can help the handic~pped individual only as 
she understands his needs as a person, not only the needs 
created by his handicap, but also those which he has in common 
with other human beings. This focus implies ability on the 
worker's part to: be ready to acknowledge the patient ' s 
difficulties, be ready to help the patient express his feelings 
about them, be ready to offer protective measures and support-
ive help in accordance with the patient's need, and be ready to 
use his own s trengths and resourcefulness in managing his own 
affairs. The worker attempted this in all cases. 
The social worker's purpose is to assist the person to 
deal more adequately with his situation either through some 
changes in outer factors, in his own attitude, or in both . 
When the obstacle is an external reality which cannot be 
changed , t he person may be s.bl e to move ahead through some 
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modification in his feelings about the difficulty . In many 
cas es the emotional release which comes from expressing par-
tially repressed feelings to a professional p erson--who und~ 
stands and accepts them without imposing his own needs , 
demands, or values--may relieve the patient's anxiety . The 
acceptance may give a sense of support which increases the 
patient's ability to face and a ct upon his problem. This was 
true in three cases to a large degree and in five cases to 
[
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a smaller degree . 
Successful rehabilitation hinges upon two factors: Is 
what the person needs within his reach , and, if so, can he 
reach for it? 
If what he needs is not within reach, we have a problem 
for community planning . However , if the p rson is unable to 
use the facilities h e needs and which are available, the 
problem requires a personal answer . The social worker can 
be active in helping with both aspects of this problem . l 
Becuase of her understanding of the illness, and i ts 
implications, the work er is invaluable as a person who can 
interpret to the school, t he community , and to the family of 
the patient . The total number of interpretations made to 
people other than patients was nine . 
I 
I 
I 
1 Caroline H. Elledge , The Rehabilitatlon of the 
Patient , (Philadelphia : J . B. Lippincott Company, 1948) , p . 3 . 
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Working with the epileptic patient requires the greates t 
of skill and sensitivity. The worker must be aware of the 
meaning the seizures have to the individual patient, whether 
he expresses it directly or not. She must understand hostility 
and be able to accept it. She must understand that patients 
who have been as frustrated on as many levels as these patients 
have, and for so long a period of time are apt to project many 
negative feelings into the present situation . She must recog-
nize ambivalence, the patientts wanting to move out--and his 
fears conc erning his ability to function in a competetive 
society, concerning his ability to do the work, and concerning 
the ability to gain the acceptance of those with whom he works . 
The following five cases will illustrate this discussion. 
Case A 
The case of Jane ~arsden shows some of the difficul ti es 
that the adoles cent with epilepsy encounters beca~se of her 
illness, and because of extremely difficult environmental 
factors. The referral was for help with school planning and 
need of a supportive figure. 
Jane was sixteen at the time of her referral to 
Social Service . Her seizures began at the age of two, 
subsiding for several years until the onset of mens trua-
tion a t the age of thirteen. She lived wi th her step-
mother , father, and t hree younger stepsiblings . Her own 
mo ther had died in childbirth. She had a twin sister 
and a marr i ed sister, both of whom did not live at home. 
Her seizures were both petit mal and grand mal . They were 
both fairly well controlled. 
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Jane felt that everything was done for her stepsiblings 
and nothing for her . Sh e felt t hat she had to do os t of 
the menial t asks in the home . Her father 's attitude toward 
her was often one of ridicule . He laughed at some of t he 
things she made in sewing cl ass . He compared h er marks 
with those of her stepsibl ings and s tated that she was 
very stupid. He tol d her tha t t hey would have to carry her 
out at graduation becaus e she would be so old . Jane felt 
that because sh e was not her stepmother ' s child, th 
latter did not show any interest in her . Because Jane 's 
stepsibl ings got more affection and approval and because 
Jane wa s r esponsible for mi nding them much of the time , 
J ane was ver y hostile t oward th em . 
Jane had many problems at school. h e found it diffi-
cult to learn, although she attempt ed to do her assign-
ments conscientiously . 5he found it difficult to relate 
to her t eachers because she proj ected many of her needs 
upon them and had not been treated with much understanding . 
When she was fifteen she had an attack and broke her nose 
at school . On registration day of the next year she was 
told that she could not return without a note from t he 
doctor because she had reached her sixteenth birthday and 
the school did not want to assume the responsibil ity, 
should she have another accident on school premises . The 
oth er children showed v ery littl e int er est or understand-
i ng , and made fun of her when she did not do well . ;viany 
times she wished to stop school, but she was fac ed with 
the al t ernative of having t o stay at home and mt nd the 
children . She decided that school was the better of the 
two alternatives . She found the attitudes of t he t each ers 
to be inconsistent . One day a t each er would t ell her 
that if she di ' not feel wall she d id not have to do h er 
homework , and then the next day would scold her for not 
doing it . From a visit the worker made to t he school , 
she learned t hat roos t of the t eachers c onnected epilepsy 
with f eeble- mindedness , a nd some wondered wh ether it might 
be an attention- getting devic e . The worker discussed 
future planning for Jane , and the school f elt t hat Jane 
could be bett er helped were she placed in the special cl ass . 
i'lhen th e school suggested thi s to Jane she r eact ed v iolent -
ly . She told the worker that the children in this class 
were called bums by the oth er children, that this clas s 
was full of people who co uld not learn like other people . 
Th e s chool told Jane to ask the worker 's advice but the 
worker sa id that it was so ething that Jane would have to 
work out for herself , with th e help of the worker . As 
11. me went on , Jane decided that she would prefer t o go to 
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vocational school . The worker emphasized the many posi-
tive factors that would result should she prefer to go, 
counteracting the negative responses of Jane 's fami l y , who 
told her that then she would surely be an old maid. The 
wor.er showed Jane that this change did not mean a rejec-
tion by the school, as Jane felt it did , but that it meant 
that they were interested in helping her to do the thing 
t hat was best for her . Jane liked the idea of taking 
subjects that did not seem so hard, and learning to cook 
and sew. 
Nobody from Jane's family showed interest in her work 
at the new school. She felt particularly bitter about 
this on parents' visiting day . She often invited the 
worker to come, and was always pleased when the worker 
appeared at the school . It gave her a feeling that some-
body was interested in her , and she was proud when the 
other students remarked about her nice friend . She often 
brings some of the things she has made to the worker and 
is pleased with the worker's warm enthusiasm about her 
attainments . 
Jane is disturbed about her role as a woman . She 
thinks of being a woman in terms of surfering . This is 
connected with the death of' her mother , and the difficulties 
she has with her menstruation . Having babies to her means 
danger of death, or a lifetime of drudgery caring for them 
should death not occur at childbirth . This attitude is 
reflected in her family's feelings about being a woman. 
Her sister explained to her about womanhood at the time of 
ons et of her menstruation in very negative terms . Her 
iather has expressed the wish that she were a boy . She 
envies boys b ecause she feels that they do not have to 
sufrer the way girls do . 
She reacts to her handicap with great a n0 er and shame, 
usually r eferring to her seizL .res as "setting itn . 
Jane has established a relationship with a bOj who 
seems to like her very much. Her parents often joke about 
him . Once when she had a seizure they s a id that it was 
because she was thinking about him too much . Sh e is am-
bivalent about her relationship with him , wond ering what 
it is that girls get out of going with boys . 
·-
Interpretation 
Jane presents the picture of an extremely deprived adol- : 
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escent . Her parents seem to be rejecting, but much of her 
difficulty in her relationship with t hem is due to her own 
projections and misunders tandings . 
She was unable to compete successfully at the first school 
mentioned because she rel t rejected there as she did at home, 
and also because of the attitudes of the teachers and other 
pupils and her own limi t ed abi ity to l~arn quickly . 
·1uch has been accomplished by the worker during the two 
y ear period that Jane has been coming to the Clinic . Int er-
pretations were given to the school , so that mor& satis.t"actory 
arrange~ents were made . She was supported in her decision to 
go to voca1:.1onal school and the prop er interpretations about I 
this school v1ere g i ven her so t hat she was abl e to ma .·e a nore 
postt.i v e adjustment to it . She was able to e press her an:::,er 
at some of the thin s that her parents said and did and to have 
them accepted as natural and acceptable reactions . She is free 
of much of the guilt she had about her f eelin• s about her 
parents . 
The worker's positive and accepting attitude toward Jane 
has helped to count eract the negative attit udes with which she 
wa~ surrounded at school and at home . 
Jane has found in the worker a female figure with whom she 
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could identify and begin to complete h er psycho-sexual devel-
opment. There is a question as to wheth er Jane will ever be 
able to accept her womanhood complet ely because of the many 
deep-seated anxieties she has about this. But it i s possible 
that through identification with the worker, she can begin 
to move toward a more adequate adjustment. 
The case of Jane illustrat es some of the benefits that 
may accrue from supportive casework. Jan e came at a ti e ~ 
when many decisions had to b e made , and when attitudes could I 
be shaped . Her outlook for the futur e seems brighter than 
the outlook of patients who came to s ocial s ervic e aft er they 
had left school and had had many more frustrating experiences. 
Cas e B 
Margaret Chase was twenty-five y ars of a 6 e . She 
had had s eizur es s ince she wa s three , both p etit ~al and 
gr a nd mal . She went a s far as th e first year in high 
school . Sinc e then s h e had worked at many jobs: in a 
factory, in stores, and in a caf et eri a . er l a st job 
was as attendant in a hospital . he was fired f r om this 
job becaus e of h er s eizures and b ecaus e of difficulty in 
adjusting to her supervisor to whom she showed a great 
deal of ho s tility. Aft er that job sh e r ema ined at home 
for a bout a year, but b acame bored and unhappy staying 
around the house . Sh e r es ent ed h er mother who dominat ed 
h er greatl y , and s he want ed a job in ord er to earn orne 
money, to g et away from her mother , and to fill the long 
day s with thoughts oth er than h er seizur ~ s. 
From th e beginning of h er contact with s ocial s er-
II II 
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vic e she express ed great ambivalenc e about getting a job . 
She al so had a great amount of hostil ity, which she oft en 
displaced onto the worker. She looked upon social ser-
vice as an employ~ent agency , and was angr y tha t ther e 
-
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was no i mmediat e job for her . She saw no advant ages 
in the worker's sugges tion t hat further vocational 
training might be of advantage , but wanted a job irnmed~ 
ately . 
I 
Some of her ambivalenc e about taking a job conc erned 
guilt about leavir~ her mother . She had spent a year 
taking care of her mo ther whil e she was ill , but r es ent ed 
thi s . Much hosti l ity tha t sh e had towa r d women was dis -
placed from her fe elings about her mot her . 
Th e worker r eferred her to a vocational agency 
trained to help with her type of problem , but she was 
angry at this agency aft er h er init ial contact. She 
stat ed t hat the worker who had interv i ewed h er was "mean .. ~ 
and that she had gone home crying . She was angry at 
the kind of jobs that wer e off ered h er as a possibili ty 
by this ag ency . These jobs were mainly jobs for people 
. without skills , . as was the cas e with Margaret . 
As time went on and no job was forthcoming , Margar-
et's hostility increas ed . She said that she was being 
s ent from plac e to plac e and nothing came of it. She 
had a t err ibl e f eeling that sh e was a "nothing with 
nobody to take care of me ". Margaret s topp ed coming 
to the Clinic , stating that she would pref er to look 
for a job by h er self. 
Interpretation 
Margaret i s an i mmature , dependent p er s on with a great 
deal of hostility toward h er mother and woman fi gur es in gener-
al. Sh e was impati ent with t he cas ework process, and was unabJ.e 
to relate to any appreciabl e degr ee to th e worker . Although 
it had been explained to her that she was being r eferred for 
h elp with vocationa l planning , she continued to f eel that t he 
worker should get her a job, and t hat that was the limit of 
h er r elationship . The work er was able to understand the 
meaning o f her hos t ility , and to help her to express it. She 
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tried to help her think more clearly about the usefulness of 
added training and planning for the future, but without suc-
cess . l4any of I•Iargaret' s difficulti es , but she was not able 
to utilize the worker in securing help with them . 
Case C 
Selma Caplan had had sei~ur e s since she was a small 
child . She was twenty at the time of r eferral to Social 
Service . During childhood , her seizures had been both 
petit mal and grand mal ; at the time of referral they 
were petit mal seizures , which she had about three times 
a day . She was referred for help with social problems 
and job planning . 
She had gone to school until the fourth grade, and 
was tutored at home from the fourth grade to the second 
year of high school , when she returned to school. She 
felt strange and d ifferent at school . Sh e was not 
accepted by the other children , and often the teachers 
got angry with her for being slow and not being able to 
answer th eir questions quickly . She often bad a petit 
mal seizure when they called on her . 
She was overprotected by her parents who would not 
let her go out alone . She had a sister three years 
older than she, who was constantly t elling h er what to 
do, and how to act . She had a hostile - d epend ent r ela-
tionship with this sister , wanting to be like her, have 
the fun she had, be as popular--and yet Selma r esented 
her . Her sister seemed to be a negative influence in 
Selma's a d justment . She was constantl emphasizing 
Selma's inadequacies , and often told her that it was 
dangerous for her to go out with boys since a boy might 
"take advantage" of her if she should happ en to have a 
seizure whil e she was out on a date . 
Selma's parents accompanied her to work until she 
refused to go if they continued this . She has been less 
protect ed in the past few years and is allowed freedom 
to come and go as shs pleases now . 
Selma has had difficulty in getting and keeping jobs. 
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Part of her difficulty is that she finds it hard to t;et 
along w1th her employers . She had a job as a stenographer 
for a short time but left because she could not get along 
wi t h her employer . The other difficulty is that she works 
slowly , and this was the trouble when she worked in a 
candy factory where speed \'las ess ential . She was fired 
from a job as salesgirl in a department store because of 
her seizures . 
Selma's major concern was the fact that she had very 
few fri end s and did not seem to be able t o relate well to 
people h er own age . She was uncomfortable in her relation-
ships with boys , and was disturbed because they dated her 
only a few times . 
Int erpr etation 
Although Selma is twenty , she is on a much le s mature 
level of developm ent . She is painfully awar e of herself and 
the impression she creates . She is unabl e to relate adequately 
to p eople . She has never had a satisfying relationship before 
i n which she could be h ersel f and begin to grow . It is impor-
t ant for her to have a person who accepts h er and whom she 
respects and trusts . It has been difficult for her to under-
stand the meaning of such a relationship . She has wa.J t ed to 
thrust the worker into the role of social adviser, asKing such 
questions as what s hould she do in order to be more popular 
with boys , and wanting r eassurance that she is doing the right 
thing . She showed anger because the worker would not answer 
these qu estions directly , in an authoritarian manner . After 
some time she b egan to und erstand the r elationship better , to 
us e the worker more as an understanding friend with whom she 
i: 
could tal.k over h er probl ems . 
I She has had much d ifficulty in obtaining and holding jobs 
during this time and comes to t he worker for support when sh e 
f eels discourag ed . Her failures oft en seem to prove to h er I 
that she is not a dequate and thi s f eeling i s support ed by 
parental attitud es . Sh e wa s abl e to gain support from the 
I worker during many difficult p eriods and coninues to seek 
h elp . 
Supportiv e cas ework with Selma can help to build more 
ego strengths so that Selma may b egin to r ealize h er self as a 
mor e ad equat e , les s frightened p er s on . 
Cas e D 
Anita ~lark was twenty- four years old when sh e was 
r ef erred . Sh e had grand mal s eizures when sh e was a 
child . Th ey di sapp eared until s h e was t en , and then 
b egan again . Sh e l eft school early and wa s educat ed at 
home until she r each ed high school, wh en sh e stopp ed . 
Sh e s eldom l eft the house and wh en sh e did she was 
accompani ed by her moth er . Sh e was r ef erred to social 
service for h elp with transportation and h elp in b egin-
ning to b ecome indep end ent . 
Her moth er was extremely ov erprotective . Sh e f eared 
that something woul d happen to Anita, i magining her .fall-
ing down before a train or hitting h er h ea d somewh er e . 
She fear ed that Anita might e,et into d i f ficulty with men 
b ecaus e she f elt that Anita is very naiv e a nd men might 
take advantage of h er . Anita resented h er mother ' s 
clos e sup er v i s ion and y et welcomed it b ecaus e of h er very 
great dep endency need s . Thi s made it difficult fo r Anita 
to b egin to mov e outward . 
The doctor f elt that Anita' s seizur es wer e.wel l 
enough controll ed for h er to b egin moving out . Th e fir s t 
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step the worker took was to call for her and bring her 
to th e Clinic without her mother . When Anita expressed 
interes t in going to the museum and shopping with the 
worker , the worker accompanied her . \1hen Anita expr essed 
int er es t in taking singing lessons, thi s was arranged 
on a scholarship basis with a settlement house. But 
Anita 1 s mother frustrat ed h er continually. She would 
not let her go to her music lessons herself , and pl ead-
ed with h er to stop b .scause it made I'-ir s . Clark tired to 
take her. Sh e qu es tioned the need for Anita ' s coming 
II 
so often to the Clinic, and felt that she was not get-
ting anything from it. Anita was anxious not to ang er 
h er mother. Sh e onc e said , 11 0f course, my mother cannot 
forbid me anything, but I don 't like to go agaJ.nst her ." 
Mrs. Clark was seen by the worker several times in 
an attempt to h elp her d ecid e to l et Anita come to the 
Clinic alone . Finally she did agre e to allow this. 
This was one of the first st eps in helping Anita to 
move outward . 
Interpretation 
Anita's picture is similar to the picture of many pa-
ti ents who develop epilepsy in early childhood. There is 
overprotection and fear on the part of Mrs. Clark; dependency 
and fear on the part of Anita. Since this situation ha s not 
been altered for twenty-four years, it is not likely that too 
great goals can be achieved . Casework with Anita was termin-
ated b ecause the doctor wished to test whether Anita would be 
abl e to com e to the Clinic hers elf. I t was found that she was 
able to do this. Finding that she can do this successfully , 
it is possible that Anita will begin to do other things with 
more independenc e and confidence. 
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Case E 
William Hawthorne was twenty-two at the time he 
was r e f erred to social service . He had petit mal 
attacks from the age of nine . Aft er being graduat ed 
from high school he work ed in a clothing factory f or 
three years . He was discharged in favor of a returning 
v et eran . Aft er that he wo rked in a depar t ment s t ore , 
but was fir ed becaus e h e was not quick enough . 
He was interes t ed in getting furth er t ra i n ing in 
radio r epair work . The worker contacted Vocational 
Rehabilitation and they arrang ed fo r him to go to a 
spec i al training s chool . During t he time h e was at 
s chool the wroker continued to see him, s howing much 
interes t in hi s courses and marks . School was diffi-
cult and he needed much encouragement t o continue to 
make the effort . Th e worker kept in clo se contact with 
vocational Rehabilitation , s har ing info rmation that 
woul d h elp them to help William . 
During thi s p eriod William was und er a great deal 
of adverse pressure from hi s family . Hi s mother's 
attitude toward him was one of deprecation. Sh e felt 
that he could never do anything well, and did not b e-
li eve that h e would b e adequat ely trained even aft er 
h e got his training . His father was not interes t ed in 
his sp ecialized training , but f elt tha t William ought 
to get out i mmediat ely and s tart earning money . He 
f elt that any job would do . 
There \vas a p eriod of di s couragement aft er William 
finished hi s course , because he could not get a job . 
!. 
The worker encouraged him to continue his contact with 
various employment agencies . Several months lat er 
William got a job working on el ectric t ubes and wires . 
Thi s job wa s obtained through one of t he agenci es the 
worker had c ontact ed and had encouraged William to 
util iz e . Th e job was in a sheltered s hop which empl oyed 
other handicapp ed people . He stat ed that hi s bo sses 
were good p eopl e , and very understand i ng . He go t along 
well with t he other men and enjoy ed the fre edom of the 
place . After h began to f eel secure in his job , his 
contact with social eervic e \va s t er minated becau se the 
goals had been accomplished . 
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Interpretation 
William was abl e to utilize the cas ework relationship to 
a dvantage . The worker supported him over the period of a 
v ery difficult year . ~h e helped him to decid e to get sp eci-
aliz ed training , referred him to the right sourc e , and helped 
to build up ego s trengths . Now that William works in a 11 
sh el tered shop, earning as adequate a salary ae other men 
but not having to comp et e or work und er the strain of f ear, 
his chanc es for an adequat e adjustment are good . 
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CHAPTER V 
S~~RY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study was twofold: 
1. To analyze a group of twenty patients referred to 
Social Service of the ~assacbusetts Memorial Hospitals and 
to discover the social problems related to the dise~se with 
which the patients are faced. These problems are related to: 
The patient's attitud es toward his illness, his personality 
difficulties, his problems in social relationships, and his 
work, school, and family adjustments. 
2. To discover the problems that the social worker fac es 
in helping the patients and to s ee how she can best use her 
skills , knowledg e , and resources in an effort to help these 
patients. 
Epilepsy was discussed from both a general and a specific 
point of view. The general picture gave an account of the 
attitude toward epil epsy from Biblical times to the present 
day. Although many medical gains hav e been made for the epil-
ept i c, the thinking about epilepsy has lagged far behind . The 
public is still very much misinformed and reacts to the ill-
n es s with fear and r e j ection . The id ea that epil epsy is con-
n ected with insanity is still prevalent , as it was in ancient 
days when epil eptics were believed to be possessed by demons. 
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The four main typ es of seizures have been described as 
grand mal , petit _mal , p sychomot or , and Jacksonian. Th eir 
different characteris tic s have been described. 
The primary dis ord er in epilepsy is in the brain, either 
in its structure or its phys iological activity . The funda-
mental cause is the inher ent t endency or predi sposition to 
s eizures . The emotional factor a s a causal factor in epilepsy 
is still disputed, but it i s beli ev ed by many that this is of 
great importance. 
In most cas es s eizures can b e partially or fully con-
troll ed by proper medication. Th e ma1n drugs u s ed are pheno-
barbital, dilantin, messantoin, triodine , and paradione. 
Th ese control but do not cure the dis order . 
Although s ome doctor s describe the "epil eptic p er s onality" 
as a c ertainty , this typ e of p ersonality do es not n ec essarily 
d evelop . Many epil eptic s have p sychological traits which any 
chronic diseas e i s likely to produc e , such a s dep end ency, 
limitation of ho r izon , and f eelings of insecurity . These a re 
not inher ent in the illnes s its elf, but are the results of 
unfortunat e environmental factor s . 
Th e twenty pati ent s studi ed included twelve men and eight 
women, ranging from fift een to forty-thre e y ea rs of a ge . Fif-
t een wer e s ingl e , three married and two separ ated . Th e major-
ity of the pati ent s wer e r ef erred fo r help with vocational 
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planning. 
They were at various stages of emotional and physical 
r ead ines s for work. Referral us ually entail ed h 5lping the 
person to become better prepared to acc ept and handl e a job, 
as well as contacting the appropriat e ag enci 5s . Other reasons 
for referral included help with parsntal attitudes, personal-
ity problems , and school problems. 
In all cases wh ere information could be obtained, the 
attitude of the patient' s family was n egative. The main 
attitudes were denial, rejection, overprotection, and guilt . 
The level of education of the patients wa s not adequate 
to prepare them to face the responsibiliti es and sati sfactions 
that might otherwise have been achieved . Seven pati ents were 
high Gchool graduates . None of the group had specialized 
skills , exc ept the one epileptic pati ent who d ev eloped sei-
zures at age thirty- s ix. This fact, combined with adverse 
attitudes on the part of employers, f ellow work5rs, and insu-
rance companies, made vocational r ehabilitation difficult. 
Th e past vocational exp eriences of most of the patients 
showed that they had held many jobs unsuitabl e for epileptics. 
These often involved working n ear dang erous machinery, per-
forming hard manual labor, or working at jobs that required 
great swiftness and precision . r~iany had a seri es of jobs . 
They were fired after each seizure or, beir~ unskill ed, were 
eas1ly di spensed with by the companies. · Only two told employ-
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ers of their seizures . Th e others f elt t hat they would not be 
hired if the fact had been known . 
This creates the probl em of the "unknown epil eptic in in-
dustry", and causes a situation where the epileptic may be 11 
working at a job that might endanger himself and others, wh en 
he could be handling jobs less dangerous and managing well at 
them. 
Th e probl ems that the social worker encount ers in h er 
effort to help these patient s are many . Adv er se environm ental 
factor s -- such a s family attitud es , fru stra ting school and work 
experienc es--combined with the probl ems that the illness it s el f 
bring s mus t be thoroughly unders tood by the worker . She must 
be abl e to acc ept the pati ent' s ambival enc e , ho stility, depen-
dency, and other characteristics that h e may hav e d eveloped in 
an effort to a d jus t to an extremely difficult envi ronment. Sh~ 
mus t be abl e to under s tand the meaning that the illness ha s for 
each individual, wh ether it i s verbalized or not. It i s her 
ta sk to try to give the patient a po s itive , accepting , correc-
tive exp erienc e , different from tho se he ha s usually encounter~d 
in the past. In this manner , she can help build up ego 
strengths which hav e been weakened by adverse experienc e s . 
Sometimes she mus t accept very limited goals , and work 
within these , r ealizing that each small s tep i s a beg inning 
in h elping th pati ent to move outward , and to experi enc e him-
self as an independent, worthwhil e human being. In s ome cas es 
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she will encount er adv ers e attitudes on the par t of employ ers 
or educators . With gr eat tact she can carry on the educa-
tional proc es s of the public, eo that the environment will be 
alt ered s omewhat for the epil aptic . 
Sh e mus t und erstand fully th community r esour ces, partic-
ularly the nature of each agency , which she us es for referral . 
Sh e mus t be able to make accurate interpr etations of the pa-
ti ents to these agencies , as well as being able to int erpret 
t he policies of these agencies to the patient . 
Becuase of the limited sampling of cas es and the low 
educ~tional and economic l ev el of these pati ent s , the finding s 
are not appLicabl e to the epileptic population a s a whole . 
With ad equat e t raining and more healthy attitud es on the part 
of those surrounding the epil eptic his chanc es of lead ing a 
happy, r eward ing l ife a re much better than these cases s how . 
(It mus t be kept in mind that the well -ad jus t ed epileptic 
pati ent would not be r f erred t o social servic e for h lp with 
the probl ems which have been d es c ribed here .) 
A few cas e studies r ev eal that a corrective experi ence 
with t he worker can help to rehabili t ate th pati ent a nd to 
m~tigate adv erse conditions . Ca s ewor k with the epileptic 
adol es cent s tands a great r chanc e of succ ess , s inc e the ado-
lesc ent i s more r eady for change , and can more easily utilize 
a corrective exp eri ence . The proper educational and vocationa 
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plan can be worked out so that · the patient does not have to 
exp erienc e as many fru s trating experiences because of lack of 
training . 
The social worker can help in the re-education of the 
publ ic in various ways . She comes in contact with peopl e in 
the epileptic's environment : the parents , the school author-
iti es , and employers--on behalf of the patient . Being in-
formed herself , she can by her attitud es and explanations , 
help to bring her information to the public . In thi s way 
she can help to modify the unfavorable envir onment of the 
epileptic . Social workers can contribute their findings to 
the growing literature about tho epil eptic , s inc e they are in 
particularly favorabl e s ituations to observ e these problems . 
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APPENDIX 
APPENDIX A 
LIST OF OCCUPATIONS HELD BY 
PATI ENTS AFTER ONSET OF SEIZURES 
Cashier 
Salesgirl 
Grocery cl erk 
Ticket seller 
Nigh watchman 
Household worker 
Ward attendant 
Factory work er 
Furnace attendant 
Laborer 
Dishwasher 
Railroad worker 
Blacksmith 
Messenger boy 
Filling station attendant 
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APPENDIX B 
X.lAJ OR RESOURCES USED BY TH:t. 'YORKER 
The Division of Vocational Rehabilitation 
The Division of Vocational Rehabilitation i s financed 
jointly by the s tate and f ederal governments . The aim of the 
Division is the readjustment and return of the handicapped 
individual to a productive job . Thi s readjustment i s accomp-
lish ed through the training and development of the pati ents . 
Training i s given f r ee of charge to those who can take advan-
tage of it. Th e servic es of the Division a re availabl e for 
any res ident of Mas sachusetts of l egal employabl e a ge who has 
a physical or mental disability which i s a vocational handicap 
and who reasonably can be expec.t ed to be fitt ed fo r empl oyment. 
Each handicapped person i s s tudied individually and an earnes t 
attempt i s made to draw up a r ehabilitation pr ogram that will 
meet his special needs . 1 
Women's Educational and Industrial Union 
The Women' s Educational and Indus trial Union promotes the 
educational, indus t r ial , and social advanc ement of women. The 
1 Commonweal th of ~assachusetts, Department of Educa-
tion, Vocational Rehabilitation for Persons Disabled in Indus-
try and Otherwise, Bul l etin No . ~1947 . - --
~ureau of Occupations for the HandicappeQ Woman gives advice 
and aid in placement of those hand icapped phys ically , emotion-
ally , or because of age . 
United States Employment Service--Handicapped Division 
The Unit ed States Zmployment Service aids the handicapped 
to find employment suitable to hi s needs and abilities . 
Morgan Memorial Goodwill Industries of Boston 
The Horgan I,1emorial Goodwill Industries acc epts a small 
number of epileptics for work und er sheltered conditions . A 
store is operated in connection with thi s project, making 
possible a limited income for the handicapped worker . The 
Morgan Memorial Employment Bureau also aids in placing workers 
ready for competitive employment . 
Jewish Vocational Eervice 
The Jewish Vocational Service gives individualiz ed ~elp 
to handicapped people seeking employment . In s ome cases they 
are abl e to make job placement s , and in all cases they are able 
to evaluate the person' s potentialities by individual t esting 
and counseling. 
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The Community Workshop of Boston 
The Community Workshop i s an a gency for the training , 
plac ement and aiding with adjus t ment of phys ically, mentally, 
or s ocially handicapped p eopl e . It acc ept s all peopl e with a 
sp ecial pr oblem in the vocational fi eld . It provid es work 
und er sh eltered conditions and helps to prepare the handi-
capp ed fo r jobs . It began to acc ept epileptics in 1939. It 
\.Yorks closely with t he doctors and social workers who make 
r ef errals . A client must be und er medical s up 8rvi s ion and 
must carry out t reatment plans . Social and med ical his tor i es 
ar e obtained when a cli ent i s acc epted . Each cli ent is 
watched to s ee his adjustment . Wh en the cl i ent l eav es for 
r egular work , the Workshop s are ready to int erpret to the 
empl oy er any work limitations i mpos ed by the possibility of 
a seizure . l 
l Most of this information was obtained from an 
unpublished thesis by Joan Pinanski, Si mmons Coll ege , 1947 . 
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APPEND IX C 
SCHEDULE 
DESCRIPTION OF THE PATIENTS: 
Name 
Age 
Sex 
Civil status 
Education 
Position in the family 
With whom patient lives 
Length of treatment at the Clinic 
MEDICAL INFO~~TION 
Diagnosis 
Type and frequency of eeizures 
Date of onset 
Prognosis 
SOCIAL I NFORMATION 
Personality and a ttitudes of pati ent 
Family problems and adjus t ment 
School problems 
Vocational problems 
Social life (friends, activities, etc) 
Work history, attitude toward work 
Attitud e toward problems 
TH E ROLE OF THE SOCIAL WORKER 
Working with patient's attitudes 
Working with family attitudes 
Working with attitudes of outside agencies 
How the patient utilized the worker 
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